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The Will Trent series takes place in Atlanta and features GBI special agent Will Trent, his partner
Faith Mitchell, and Angie Polaski. The first two books in the series are Triptych and Fractured. Later,
Sara Linton from The Grant County Series joins the series, and also appears in Undone, Broken,
Fallen, Criminal, Unseen, and The Kept Woman.
WILL TRENT SERIES — Karin Slaughter
Will Trent is the lead fictional character in the Will-Trent-series written by Karin Slaughter. He was
first introduced in 2006 in the novel, Tryptych. Will had a tough childhood from day one. He was
found abandoned in a dumpster when he was just a baby, and spent his childhood growing up in
the Atlanta Children’s home.
Will Trent - Book Series In Order
The Will Trent series takes place in Atlanta and features GBI special agent Will Trent, his partner
Faith Mitchell, and Angie Polaski. The first two books in the series are Triptych and Fractured. Later,
Sara Linton from The Grant County Series joins the series, and also appears in Undone, Broken,
Fallen, Snatched (a novella), and Criminal.
Will Trent Series by Karin Slaughter - Goodreads
Will Trent is a fictional character who is featured in a series of crime fiction novels by American
author Karin Slaughter. The series is also known as the “Atlanta series,” as Karin’s other books are
titled by their setting. Will Trent was a trashcan baby who ended up in an Atlanta Children’s Home.
Order of Will Trent Books - OrderOfBooks.com
Why Read the Karin Slaughter Will Trent Series in Order? A child of the 1970s, Karin Slaughter was
born and still lives in Georgia, USA. While Karin has a number of standalone novels, it's her two
series which garner respect and attention - the Will Trent books and the Grant County books.
Karin Slaughter Books in Order (Will Trent Books in Order)
Karin Slaughter‘s Will Trent series features Special Agent Will Trent, who teams up with partner
Faith Mitchell to investigate a series of often brutal and bloody murders. One of the best agents in
the bureau, Will works in the Special Criminal Apprehension team in Atlanta, USA and his cases
often involve uncovering secrets and lies in tight-knit communities.
Karin Slaughter's Will Trent books in order - Dead Good
Karin Slaughter is one of the world’s most popular and acclaimed storytellers. Published in 120
countries with more than 35 million copies sold across the globe, her eighteen novels include the
Grant County and Will Trent books, as well as the Edgar-nominated Cop Town and the instant New
York Times bestselling novels Pretty Girls and The Good Daughter.
Karin Slaughter’s Next Thriller, ‘The Last Widow’, Coming ...
Karin Slaughter is the author of two popular thriller series, Will Trent and (my favorite) Grant County
series, and a third, newer series called Good Daughter starting in 2017. While the two main mystery
series are distinct from each other, in 2009 the author linked them through the book Undone
(Genesis in the UK), so right now we have 2 main series and a third one unofficially called the
Genesis series.
Karin Slaughter Books In Order - Mystery Sequels
Much has been made of the idea that Karin Slaughter ‘writes like a man’. Her writing is realistic and
unsparing, and she goes out of her way to make sure that the details are true to life. Research is
the key: Slaughter makes it a practice to read autopsy reports, and when she was writing the Will
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Trent series, she interviewed female law enforcement officers about their coming-of-age
experiences in the 1970’s.
Karin Slaughter - Book Series In Order
karin slaughter. stories that get under your skin. enter here. enter here . karin slaughter. stories
that get under your skin. enter here.
Karin Slaughter
The Last Widow by Karin Slaughter is the ninth book in the Will Trent series. A woman is abducted
from a shopping centre car park. A month later she is forced to take part in a terrorist attack. Will
Trent's girlfriend a doctor is also taken by the terrorist. It's a race against time to stop these men
and get the women back alive.
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making your own will a self help guide how to, heaven s will, 15 standards based science activities kids will love
super engaging, you will be satisfied ford motor s top salesman shows, how long will my money last, a streetcar
named desire tennessee williams, butchers crossing john williams, willy the whale, hank williams jr greatest hits,
will eisner graphic storytelling and visual narrative, la tempestad ilustrado by william shakespeare, we will
remember them memories of our first world war, on grace and will, wills and probate how to make a will and how,
bests of william shakespeare, clinical chemistry multiple choice question by william j marshall, the sages who
slaughtered the heartless manga, legion william blatty
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